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6 days tour from Casablanca to Marrakech,
Rabat, Chefchaouen and Fes
TOUR CODE: MA6/CMN/CHA/FEZ/RAK/CMN
Duration: 6 days / 5 nights
Transportation: Minivan
Type: Multi-day private tour
Destination: Morocco
Highlights: Rabat, Chefchaouen, Volubilis Roman ruins, Moulay Idriss
Zerhoun, Fes, Beni Mellal, Marrakech.
Have questions and don't want to book now?: Send message

Multi-day private tour in Morocco

6-day tour in Morocco that begins and ends in Casablanca.
Hotel transfers, transportation, driver and fuel included.
Basic Standard Superior accommodation package with private bathroom.
Visit Rabat, Chefchaouen, Volubilis, Moulay Idriss, Fes, Marrakech.
Fully personalize your trip with extra activities and hotel upgrades.
We are a certiﬁed and 100% Moroccan tour operator with license No. 27D/20.
Prices without intermediaries, we operate our trips from scratch.
Customer service and reservations in English Spanish French Portuguese with 24/7 assistance.
Secure online reservations with choice of payment in full or with 50% deposit.

Description
This 6 days tour from Casablanca to Marrakech lets you visit some of the most mythic destination cities of
Morocco. As the tour is short in days, we have to be organized and make you enjoy a bit of each of these sites.
During the Casablanca to Rabat trip, you have to depart early morning in order to fully proﬁt from the day.
Along with an oﬃcial guide, you will visit Rabat's most prominent attractions, such as the Chellah medieval
fortiﬁed necropolis, the Hassan Tower, and Mohamed V Mausoleum. Before heading to your hotel, you will end
your day visiting the incredible ramparts of the Kasbah of the Udayas. From Rabat, you will depart directly
towards Chefchaouen, the blue city of Morocco. During the Casablanca to Chefchaouen trip, you have to depart
early morning in order to fully proﬁt from the day. After lunch you will have a full old town tour with a local

oﬃcial guide, that will show you around and explain to you the history and culture of this impressive location.
You will have the rest of the evening on your own, and you can walk around the picturesque city now, it is a
very safe place, and you will make a lot of night photos. Choose one of the many nice charismatic restaurants to
have a tasty meal. During the Casablanca to Fes trip, you have to depart early morning in order to fully proﬁt
from the day. On the third day of your trip, your Casablanca to Marrakech tour will have as the ﬁrst stop, the
ancient city of Volubilis, one of the more remote cities of the Roman Empire. Volubilis prevailed as an existing
and occupied city until the 18th century. Although its historical structures suﬀered damage because of Lisbon's
magnitude-9 earthquake back in 1775. You can optionally get yourself a professional guide to take you around
the archaeological complex in a more eﬀective way, and without missing the best places, and there are many
mosaics, houses, pillars, etc. After you move on to visit the fabulous Moulay Idriss Zerhoun, and on a walking
tour with a guide, you will go up the hill to enjoy the fantastic famous view of this mountain town below. The
panoramic view is one of the most picturesque in the whole country. Fes old medina morning visit with an
oﬃcial local guide. Again, with this type of feedback, you will easily learn about the city's best secrets and its
most important monuments. You will be able to explore this ancient city's best-hidden jewels and understand its
history, culture, and most important features. The next day of the 6 days from Casablanca to Marrakech tour,
will be driving across the Middle Atlas mountains all the way to Morocco's tourist capital, the red city of
Marrakech. On the way, you will visit the photogenic Ain Asserdoun Kasbah in Beni Mellal, before returning on
the road to reach Marrakech in the late afternoon. You will have the ﬁrst evening on your own, and you can
easily visit Jemaa el Fna square and maybe have dinner in the local street restaurant stands. Your riad will be
very close to the square, so you can easily get there. During the Casablanca to Marrakech trip, you have to start
the early morning in order to fully proﬁt from the day. After breakfast, you will go on a comprehensive medina
city tour with an oﬃcial guide. Marrakech, with a professional historical explanation, becomes a whole diﬀerent
destination, and you will understand a glimpse of its 1000-year-old history. Visit the Madrassa Ben Youssef,
Bahia Palace, the souks, and the Jewish neighborhood, the Mellah. Afternoon transfer to Casablanca airport or
Casablanca city center at a hotel of your choice. End of our services on the 6 day tour from Casablanca to
Marrakech via Rabat, Chefchaouen, and Fes. Do you want a hotel and a transfer to Casablanca? During the
booking process, you can fully customize your tour and add extras automatically. Don't waste time, our easy to
book system is at your service to make your trip easier from the start. Trips from Casablanca are easy as the
city is a major hub for the most famous international airlines. Along with Marrakech and Fes, Casablanca is the
most requested of the cities for our Morocco Desert Tours. Before you book, don't hesitate to contact us with
any questions through a quick Whatsapp message. We will reply as quickly as possible.

Daily itinerary of 6 days / 5 nights
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90km » Casablanca - Rabat afternoon visit with an oﬃcial guide
253km » Rabat - Chefchaouen afternoon visit with an oﬃcial guide - free evening
233km » Chefchaouen - Volubilis Roman ruins - Moulay Idriss Zerhoun - Fes - free evening
0km » Fes morning visit with an oﬃcial guide - free afternoon and evening
508km » Fes - Ain Asserdoun Kasbah - Marrakech - free evening
244km » Marrakech morning visit with an oﬃcial guide - Casablanca

6 days tour from Casablanca to Marrakech, Rabat, Chefchaouen
and Fes

Included
6 days in Morocco.
Early morning meeting at your Casablanca hotel.
All transportation in minivan (possible upgrade to 4X4).
English speaking driver (other languages available).
Accommodation in standard superior (A/C & ensuite bathroom).
Half-board tour package (breakfast and dinner).
1 night in Rabat riad/hotel.
1 night in Chefchaouen riad/hotel.

2 nights in Fes riad/hotel.
1 night in Marrakech riad/hotel.
4-hour afternoon tour of Rabat monuments.
4-hour afternoon walking tour of Chefchaouen medina.
1-hour afternoon walking tour of Moulay Idriss.
4-hour afternoon walking tour of Fes medina.
4-hour morning walking tour of Marrakech medina.

Not included
International ﬂights.
Travel insurance (optional and available).
Tips and other gratuities.
Lunches, drinks, snacks and other personal expenses.
Airport transfers (optional and available).
Your stay in Casablanca (optional and available).
Entrance tickets to museums and monuments.
Dinner in Marrakech.
Guide in Volubilis.
All not mentioned as “included”.
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